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apparatus, the viziers and their actions. These sources for
the administration of the 'Abbasid empire contain a vast
number of names and titles of various institutions,
departments, and offices, all representing parts of the
administrative network which we see functioning. But we
do not immediately perceive how all those institutions work
and, by mutual effort., bring about the resultant effect ;
neither do we see what function corresponds to each section
of this governmental machine.
In order to find the way through this administrative maze,
one method alone is advisable : to start from the terminology,
investigating each term or title separately.1 In a primeval
forest the uprooting of a single tree, with all its entanglements
and ramifications, may open a way to a clearing ; and similarly
the analysis of a particular expression, and its thorough
elucidation, may help to disentangle a whole skein of
concepts.
the concept of a jahbax>h
As a starting-point for our inquiry we may conveniently
choose the concept of jahbadh (^X-tp-)., a term, in
frequent use. Taj al-'Arus - paraphrases this term in a general
way as "a money expert, experienced in most intricate
affairs, very well versed in matters of cash ". H>ozy 3 renders
the expression with " verificateur, changeur ", Karabacek *
1 According to this method, the expressions 4_*9&f Jl* c^_, and
<UuJi jU ti-», that occur so frequently in these sources, have been
dealt with in a separate paper. Cf. Oriente Moderno, Borne, 1936, p. 1O4,
and JSAS., 19.16.
 *	Taj al-'Aru*, ii, p. 555.
 *	Dozy,   Supplement*  i,   p.   225   s.v..    reads    also   jihbadh   (Oi^),
pi. *Jul$h..   The Troni jahbadh is supposed  to be of Persian origin.    Cf.
Tollers, Lexicon Pereicvm, i, p. 544, b.v. J-eU exactor vectigalium.
 *	J**tteOKM0e» cms der Sammlung der 'Papyrus Erzherzog Sainer, Wien,
1887, Tol. ii, p. 169.

